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Advanced Vision

TM

Features
 Hi-Res 700TVL NiteDevil
 Outstanding picture 			
quality
 No external housings 			
required
 All-in-one unit, saves
money
 Low light sensitivity
 Supplied with lens & 			
bracket
 Digital signal processing
 Sealed to a staggering 			
IP67 Waterproof rating

TM

 Waterproof & Frostproof*

CAM426

Still made in the UK

Specification

after 20 Years

Sees in the dark! And rated 1Km Underwater!
The Advanced Vision has been used in Loch Ness to try and locate the monster! The AdvancedVision electronics are sealed in an epoxy resin making it waterproof, dustproof and virtually
bombproof. It’s also cheap to run, at just 58p per year, based on an electricity cost of 6.5p/kwh.
Perfect for low-light underwater conditions, and suitable for indoor and outdoors.

Hidden junction
box - to help keep

cables neat and tidy.

Bracket - The clever bracket arrangement

of the camera allows excellent movement on
both the horizontal and the vertical plane as
well as facilitating wall and ceiling mounting.

Built In Heater - Helps to prevent

the lens frosting over on cold winter
mornings, working down to an
external air temperature of -25°C.

Drip Lip - A cleverly engineered inner

lens ring helps guide water around the
lens rather than across it to maintain the
optimum picture in heavy downpours.

6mm Lens
1/3” COLOUR - 700TVL
800 TVL B&W
1v p-p 75 ohms
0.00019 Lux (NiteDevil)
F 2.0
S/N ratio>52dB (AGC off)
12v DC@90 mA approx
Backlight Function
Auto Gain Control
NiteDevil Mode, White Balance
Shutter speed-1/50, 1/60 sec
to 1/1000 ,000 sec
40mm x 40mm x 40mm approx
(**Length 80mm inc. bracket)
Wall or ceiling mount, moves on both horizontal
& vertical plane
IP67 (Electronics)*

Options Available
PART CODE

CAM424
CAM428
CAM432

DESCRIPTION
3.6mm Lens
8mm Lens
12mm Lens

Other Products To Consider

Lens Cover - Toughened to

help prevent scratches and UV
stabilised to prevent the camera
lens from becoming ‘opaque’ due
to prolonged exposure to sunlight.

Resin Filled Interior -The sensitive electronics
of the camera are completely encased in a
polymer resin to provide the ultimate protection
against water ingress and shock. Unlike some
other cameras, condensation is not a problem
with the Advanced-Vision camera.

Advanced-vision camera
with the Avanced-vision 4ch
modulator & switcher!
SYS344

Tapered Design - In conjunction
with the built-in heater this design
helps prevent the build up of
snow on the camera, minimising
chances of impaired vision.

For the Advanced Vision Lens Guide see the
online tip 162 at nitedevil.com 
www.nitedevil.com

Visit the user friendly site:
www.nitedevil.com
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All specifications are approximate. NiteDevil.com reserves the right
to change any product specifications or features without notice.
Whilst every effort is made to ensure that these instructions are
complete and accurate, NiteDevil.com cannot be held responsible
in any way for any losses, no matter how they arise, from errors
or omissions in these instructions, or the performance or nonperformance of the equipment that these instructions refer to.
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